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The menu

What I will cover

− Some definitions

− Replication crisis

− Voting on confidence/(un)certainty

− Clinical research
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Some definitions

No details …
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Terminology

− Reproducibility (Quality Control)

− Replicability (Quality Assurance)

− Robustness (sensitivity) (Quality Assurance)

− Generalizability

Kirstie Whitaker (https://youtu.be/NDNYPDm1-2c)
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Terminology from another perspective

Reproducibility

− Methods reproducibility

− Study can be/is exactly* (?) repeated

− Results reproducibility

− Same (?) results from an independent (closely matched) study

− Inferential reproducibility

− Drawing qualitatively the same conclusions from an independent 
analysis or study

* Too exactly would actually be useless …

Goodman 2016
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Target population

The basic idea of empirical (clinical) research

Induction
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Study population

Trial-eligible

population

Measurement

• Data quality

• Reliability

• Construct validity

Internal validity

• Randomization

Generalizability

• Reflecting the real world

Samples

Transportability

• Reflecting the real world

and extending to the real 

world
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Replication crisis

The replication crisis (also called the 
replicability crisis and the 
reproducibility crisis) is an ongoing 
methodological crisis in which it has 
been found that the results of many 
scientific studies are difficult or 
impossible to reproduce. Because the 
reproducibility of empirical results is 
an essential part of the scientific 
method,[2] such failures undermine 
the credibility of theories building on 
them and potentially call into question 
substantial parts of scientific 
knowledge. Wikipedia (25.04.2022) 

in science

Baker 2016
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The simple, empirical question

How many studies are not replicable?

− Psychology (Open Science Collaboration 2015)
− The mean effect size (r) of the replication effects (Mr = 0.197, SD = 0.257) was half the magnitude of 

the mean effect size of the original effects (Mr = 0.403, SD = 0.188), representing a substantial 
decline. Ninety-seven percent of original studies had significant results (P < .05). Thirty-six percent of 
replications had significant results; 47% of original effect sizes were in the 95% confidence interval of 
the replication effect size; 39% of effects were subjectively rated to have replicated the original result;

− Social sciences (Camerer 2018)
− We find a significant effect in the same direction as the original study for 13 (62%) studies, and the 

effect size of the replications is on average about 50% of the original effect size. Replicability varies 
between 12 (57%) and 14 (67%) studies for complementary replicability indicators.

− Preclinical research (Freedman 2015)
− An analysis of past studies indicates that the cumulative (total) prevalence of irreproducible 

preclinical research exceeds 50%,

− Clinical medicine (Ioannidis 2005)
− Of 49 highly cited original clinical research studies, 45 claimed that the intervention was effective. Of 

these, 7 (16%) were contradicted by subsequent studies, 7 others (16%) had found effects that were 
stronger than those of subsequent studies, 20 (44%) were replicated, and 11 (24%) remained largely 
unchallenged.
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Social, behavioural, biological sciences

One explanation: low statistical power

− 19 reviews (1992 to 2014)

− Power to detect small effects (d=0.2): the kind most commonly found
in social science research

Smaldino 2016
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Cancer Biology

Reproducibility Project

− 193 experiments from 53 papers

https://www.cos.io/rpcb?hsLang=en; Errington 2021
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Cancer Biology

Reproducibility Project

− 50 replications from 23 papers (158 effects)

− Replication effect sizes were 85% smaller on average

− Original positive results were half as likely to replicate successfully 
(40%) than original null results (80%)

https://www.cos.io/rpcb?hsLang=en
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Decreased or increased

Have replication rates changed over time?

− According to David Jensen

To my knowledge, we don’t have good evidence on this question

The interpretation of the answer would also depend on whether we 
believe that research questions have become easier or more difficult 
and whether the underlying technologies for research have improved

“Crisis” implies urgency and recency, but we don’t appear to have 
evidence for this

David Jensen (https://www.umassmed.edu/globalassets/ccts/jensen-reproducibility-talk.pdf)

https://www.umassmed.edu/globalassets/ccts/jensen-reproducibility-talk.pdf
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Voting

− You will be presented with results from true (some outdated!) 
clinical trials and vote how confident/certain you are about the 
observed effect.

− General assumptions:
All trials are

− Ethical

− Methodologically sound

− Well powered

− Measure patient-relevant outcomes

Your spontaneous thoughts
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Question #1

− Completely unrealistic effects

Chondroitin

Reichenbach 2007
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Question #2

− Multiple small trials (sorry, lied 
in assumptions of voting …) 
versus large trials

Magnesium

Li J 2007
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Question #3

− When do we have sufficient 
evidence?

Aprotinin

Fergusson 2005
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Question #4

− Several homogeneous non-
significant trials

Tamoxifen

Early Breast Cancer Trialists’ Collaboration Group 1998
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Clinical research

Anything to do with us?
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To think about

Voting

− Is reproducibility the right concept?

− Is knowledge from clinical trials (evidence (the truth?)) rather 
cumulative?

− Are most published research studies false? → Maybe

− Do we have a reproducibility crisis in clinical research? → Maybe not
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Crisis?

− 14,886 meta-analyses with 77,237 individual trials

− 57% of meta-analyses had no statistical between-trial heterogeneity 
but 43% had →

Turner 2012
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To think about

Voting

− Is reproducibility the right concept?

− Is knowledge from clinical trials (evidence (the truth?)) rather 
cumulative?

− Are most published research studies false (Ioannidis 2005)? →
Maybe

− Do we have a reproducibility crisis in clinical research? → Maybe not

− Quantification versus testing
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Overarching objectives of a trial

− Experiment to quantify cause-and-effect i.e. 
exposure/intervention → outcome

− Mechanistic (scientific research)

− (Clinical) Practice (evaluative research)

− Commercial/industry: to sell a product (e.g. pharmaceutical, device, …) 
to make money

− Academic: to change practice, make a career, …

− Mandated (UK NIH): to resolve uncertainty and optimize health care 
provision
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Discovery (via proofs)

Objective of (mechanistic) experimenting

We develop a 
theory

•External evidence

•Exploratory 
research

We formulate 
our theory

•We operationalize 
to an 
experimental 
setting

We test our 
theory
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Evaluation/proofing

Objective of (clinical) experimenting

We 
develop a 

theory

We 
formulate 
our theory

We test 
our theory

We have a 
treatment

We 
formulate a 

clinical 
research 
question

We test our 
question
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Explanations that might be of relevance for clinical research, too

Other reasons that are discussed

− Sampling variability (chance)

− Differences across studies that act as effect modifiers/moderators

− How do we measure (quantify) replicability?

− Replicating statistical significance is probably not a criterion that is 
affordable (van Zwet 2022)

− Fraud and misconduct
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and what we do about them in clinical research

Traceability

− Documentation …

− Trial protocol, case report forms, research databases (user 
management and audit trail), …

− The concept of the Source and Source Data Location Log

− Source (proof that data* exists) → Case Report Form → Database →
Statistical analysis

− Source Data Location Log defining where original data can be found

− Important: if multiple potential sources exists (as is usual in clinical
medicine/health care) → hierarchy of sources!

* A (set of) values, information
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and what we do about them in clinical research

Questionable research practices

− Publication bias

− Outcome reporting bias

− Discrepant reporting

→Trial (and results) registration

→(Registered reports (previous Lancet initiative (not active anymore
…), getting increased awareness in social sciences)

− Low power

→Sample size calculation …
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Analysing data and interpreting results

− P-hacking 
− Fishing for significant resuls

− Hypothesizing After Results are Known (Kerr 1998)
− post hoc hypothesis in the introduction of a research report as if it were 

an a priori hypothesis

− Researchers degree of freedom (Simmons 2011)

− Garden of Forking Paths (Gelman 2013)
− Increase in false positive results even without questionable research 

practices

− Multiple choices and many correct analytical approaches

→Statistical Analysis Plan before (the majority) of participants is 
enrolled and looking into the data

and what we do about them in clinical research
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Outlook
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(Data) Sharing and transparency

− Trial protocol

− Patient information and consent form

− Data Management Plan

− Statistical Analysis Plan

− Monitoring reports

− Documentation on protocol deviations

− (Narratives?)

− Data dictionary

− Data

− Statistical code

− …

To ensure trust (and further research)



Thank you

Sven Trelle, CTU Bern

April 27, 2022

for your attention!

Lots of ideas/inspiration stolen from Steven Goodman, Sander Greenland, 

Andrew Gelman, David Spiegelhalter, …
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